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Abstract

When it comes to financial choices, households face complex decisions. Choosing how much to save or consume out of a monthly income in a way that is optimal over working life and retirement is the fundamental issue in personal finance. This decision has significant repercussions on a household’s well-being and the well-being of their offspring because even slight differences in monthly saving rates can amount to substantial variation in long-term wealth accumulation. But the choice of how much to consume and save at each point in time is only the first of a series of intertwined decisions households face. For instance, households also need to decide whether they should invest their savings in stocks, bonds, housing, or other assets, all of which have very different risk-return profiles. Also, households need to choose how to finance their consumption, especially for durable goods such as cars, housing, or academic degrees. Financing choices have enormous consequences on financial and mental well-being, especially for individuals at the beginning of their careers and with lower-paying jobs who face the challenge of attempting to reduce their student and credit-card debt balances. Virtually every household around the globe faces these personal finance decisions on a daily basis, but very few of them are equipped to understand the trade-offs and make sound choices. Historically, human financial advisors and financial planners have provided support. However, due to the opportunity cost of time, financial advisors find it economically profitable to cater to wealthy individuals, who paradoxically are better equipped to make these decisions relative to vulnerable households in the first place. Differential access to financial advice has likely contributed to the growing wealth inequality documented in the U.S. and abroad over the last few decades. How can we ensure that sound financial advice is available to all households, especially the most vulnerable ones? Over the past decade, we have experienced a revolution in personal finance with the introduction of robo-advisors embedded in fintech applications (apps). Robo-advisors collect and analyze large amounts of transactional data and provide individuals with suggestions on how to improve their choices. Depending on the soundness and appropriateness of the algorithms they employ, robo-advisors have the potential to improve households’ decision making considerably. In what follows, we describe the nature and scope of robo-advisors in financial decision making and discuss a few examples of robo-advice designs that have delivered mixed success. Finally, we discuss some of the most critical policy debates around robo-advisors.
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Background to the Study

What is Robo-Advice?

Robo-advice is any financial advice provided in an automated fashion. The first and most well-known application of robo-advice was in the space of investment portfolio decisions, with now-established brand names such as Betterment, Vanguard, and Wealthfront. However, robo-advice has been quickly expanding to myriad personal finance choices individuals face every day, such as how much to spend or save on a daily basis (Status Money and Mint.com being well-known examples), how to minimize credit card debt (Tally, for example), and how to minimize tax payments (Turbo Tax). Depending on their level of sophistication, robo-advisors use different amounts of individual information to formulate their suggestions.

Relative to human financial advisors, robo-advisors have several potential advantages. First, being fully (or partially) automated and easily scalable, robo-advisors can offer financial advice at substantially lower fees than humans, which allows them to cater their services to individuals of all socioeconomic statuses, including vulnerable groups. Second, robo-advisors are based on algorithms that can be evaluated and improved over time, rather than on rules of thumb that can only be passed from one human advisor to another with loss of information. Third, because robo-advisors’ decisions are hardwired, in principle they are easier to assess on the part of regulators, although assessment requires a set of skills in understanding and interpreting codes and algorithms that regulators are still developing. At the same time, human financial advisors exert a degree of judgment in their advice based on soft information that is difficult to track and quantify and hence, to replicate with robo-advisors.

Not all robo-advisors are created equal, however. Robo-advisors differ in at least three dimensions. Personalization of the advice they provide is an important feature. At one end of the spectrum, some robo-advisors do not incorporate virtually any of the investors' characteristics and provide all individuals with the same advice. At the other end of the spectrum, some robo-advisors personalize advice based on individuals past financial and consumption decisions as well as their preferences and beliefs, which they elicit directly from the individual. A second key feature is the extent to which investors are free to deviate from the plan the robo-advisor proposes, which is more common in apps that provide budgeting decisions, as opposed to robo-advisors that optimize investors' portfolio allocation or minimize tax liabilities.

Finally, a crucial distinction among robo-advisors is the presence of a human component. Hybrid robo-advisors allow individuals to follow automated choices but also access a human advisor that explains what the algorithm does and who might help the investor make auxiliary decisions, such as whether to open retirement-saving accounts or college-saving accounts. Robo-advisors for tax management have recently introduced the option of human interaction via chat or video conference services. All these additional services are meant to attract individuals who still lack enough trust in algorithms to rely purely on automation when making consequential financial choices.
Are Robo-Advisors Effective?
A nascent academic literature has been studying the viability and effectiveness of various forms of robo-advice. Establishing the causal impact of robo-advice on individual outcomes rests on the difficulty of conducting randomized control trials (RCTs) in this space along the lines of the ones used when assessing new vaccines and drugs. Moreover, even when RCTs can be implemented, robo-advisors mean to improve individuals' outcomes over the course of decades, whereas current data on individuals' choices and outcomes is often limited to a few years or even months. Some studies show that robo-advising improves portfolio allocations, reduces excessive consumption, and allows individuals to improve their debt management and reduce interest and fee payments on their outstanding debt accounts. Robo-advisors have the potential to level the playing field between wealthy and vulnerable households in personal finance, especially when it comes to individuals with low levels of financial literacy.

At the same time, the positive effects are by no means unambiguous and universal. Certain robo-advisors for investment decisions have been found to stimulate too much trading on the part of the investors. Others are too expensive relative to the benefits they provide to their users. It appears that the effectiveness of different robo-advisors, similarly to that of human financial advisors, rests on the details of their implementation. Broadly speaking, the academic literature shows that the most successful robo-advisors formulate a plan that is agreed upon by the investor and is subsequently implemented in an automated fashion. The instances of robo-advice that require continuous effort by the users have proven to be less effective because individuals, especially when not financially literate, tend to lose interest and pay less and less attention to advice over time, which dissipates the initial positive effects. Of course, full automation without regular involvement of the individual opens important issues in terms of freedom of choice and consent.

The Future of Robo-Advising
A broader question is whether it is even possible to evaluate the performance of a robo-advisor for, say, debt-management or investment decisions, without observing the totality of individuals' consumption decisions, preferences, income streams, family situation, etc. Saving, investments, and consumption decisions are inherently intertwined, so showing that a certain robo-advisor provides effective portfolio allocations may actually make investors worse off if it pushes them to reduce their saving rates. By the same token, a robo-advisor that helps investors save more may be detrimental if it reduces disposable income while the savings are invested poorly. In this respect, the robo-advising industry so far has taken the piecemeal approach of solving one problem at a time, with little emphasis on building a unified, holistic robo-advisor that can solve most personal-finance problems at once—from investors' consumption and saving decisions to their choice of how to finance such consumption and how to invest the savings in one single platform. Building such a robo-advisor is a major aspiration of this industry. Whether holistic robo-advisors are going to become reality and, more broadly, whether robo-advisors are going to become more widespread in the future depends on the stars aligning along two key dimensions.
The first is merely computational. Building a holistic robo-advisor requires that app developers construct models of optimal consumption, saving, tax, and investment behavior that jointly consider all possible decisions investors should make across all realms. This is still beyond reach of the current tools commonly used in economics and decision-making sciences. Relatedly, holistic robo-advisors require the collection of the complete financial picture of individual investors. Even in the context of safe data sharing technologies, data privacy concerns might hinder potential users from adopting holistic forms of robo-advice. The second dimension is not so much related to the supply side and feasibility of robo-advising services but to the demand side. It is still unclear to what extent investors are willing to trust algorithms when it comes to their finances. Recent work in robo-advising shows that hybrid forms of robo-advice (where a human augments the algorithm) can be important in reducing algorithmic aversion. The success of hybrid forms of robo-advice is an indication that the speed at which robo-advising is going to disseminate is always going to be capped by the availability of humans complementing the advice of the robot, reducing some of the concerns raised by politicians and the popular media that, in a world dominated by algorithms, there will be a lack of employment opportunities for humans. At the same time, trust in algorithms is likely to increase over time, particularly because younger generations have been accustomed to using hand-held devices and apps since a young age. Algorithmic aversion could thus be a temporary friction in the diffusion of robo-advice, there is no compelling argument for why this friction would still be important once digitally native generations become the majority of financial decisionmakers in the economy.

Policy Implications
On the policy side, the biggest open question is the definition of ethical and legal standards for robo-advisors. For example, how can regulators detect potential biases and discrimination in robo-advisors? In particular, how can regulators such as the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) or lawmakers in Congress implement their assessments of whether robo-advisor recommendations are well-suited for all potential customers when the technology generating the advice is far outside the expertise of legal practitioners? New professional types are needed such as regulator/computer scientists who can bring together a strong legal background with an understanding of the mechanics of complex algorithms. On the user side, understanding which personal data robo-advisors can access and analyze, and hence to what extent access to robo-advice violates data privacy, is of utmost importance. In this context, data privacy regulation that has been developed for other purposes could be extended to the case of robo-advice quite easily. For instance, recent regulation on disclosure requirements and consent elicitation by smartphone application providers implemented in the U.S. and Europe is an obvious model for regulating data privacy in robo-advice.

The diffusion of robo-advice also has important implications for society as a whole. The jury is still out regarding whether automation is going to democratize financial advice or exacerbate inequalities. The dominant narrative is that automation, by decreasing the costs of financial advice, may create a more equal society because many households that were not wealthy enough to afford financial advice will access it in the future. In this respect, robo-advising might induce spillover effects, whereby households who lack financial literacy obtain valuable
information and rules of thumb in one realm that they could apply to other personal finance decision making problems they face for which robo-advice does not yet exist. On the other hand, low-income households, who often barely have access to financial institutions, who finance their spending with high interest borrowing such as payday loans, and who make financial mistakes due to the lack of financial literacy, are perhaps the category that would need financial advice the most. And yet existing robo-advisors do not cater to this segment because they lack savings and if anything would need help in reducing their debt levels.

The lack of products catering to low-income households has two important implications. First, if anything, robo-advising might increase wealth inequality in the broader population, as robo-advisors will help middle-income households to increase their wealth (and wealthy households to increase it by even more), whereas low-income households who are not served by robo-advisers will be left behind. Second, the question of who should provide robo-advising services to low-income households becomes prominent: Is there a viable business model that might allow private providers to target this population? Otherwise, should the public sector provide robo-advising for low-income households? This solution might be efficient and effective especially if robo-advising for low-income households, for which the cost of provision is minimal, could partially replace government subsidies and transfers targeted to financially vulnerable households.

**Conclusion**
Robo-advisors are here to stay and will continue to evolve. However, we still have a limited understanding of how they should be designed, their effects on society, how they should be regulated, and what data they should have access to. We believe that research efforts and policy task forces that bring together experts across economics, computer science, and legal fields will be instrumental in filling this knowledge gap. Such a multi-disciplinary effort can help ensure that these new technologies improve all households' wealth management and contribute to reducing societal inequalities.
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